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Your app version was rejected and no other items submitted can be accepted or approved. You can make edits to your app version below.
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Guideline 5.1.2 - Legal - Privacy - Data Use and Sharing

We noticed your app accesses web content you own where you collect cookies. Cookies may be used to track users, but you do not use App Tracking Transparency to request the user's permission before
collecting data used to track.
Starting with iOS 14.5, apps on the App Store need to receive the user’s permission through the AppTrackingTransparency framework before collecting data used to track them.
Next Steps
Follow these steps to resolve this issue:
1. If you haven't already, update your app privacy information in App Store Connect to disclose that you track users. You must have the Account Holder or Admin role to update app privacy information.
2. Implement App Tracking Transparency.
3. Request permission using App Tracking Transparency before collecting data used to track the user. When you resubmit, indicate in the Review Notes where the permission request is located.
4. If the user does not allow tracking, do not collect cookies for tracking purposes.
You may also choose to remove the tracking functionality from your app, including tracking that occurs when accessing web content.
Resources
- Tracking is linking data collected from your app with third-party data for advertising purposes, or sharing the collected data with a data broker. Learn more about tracking.
- See Frequently Asked Questions about the new requirements for apps that track users.
- Learn more about designing appropriate permission requests.
Please see attached screenshot for details.
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